What is my Proficiency Level?
Novice-High

Intermediate-Low
Advanced-Low

Advanced-Mid
Advanced-High

NO TARGET
LANGUAGE
WORDS AND PHRASES

MYSELF AND SOME VERY FAMILIAR TOPICS
SIMPLE SENTENCES

FAMILIAR TOPICS
SERIES OF SIMPLE SENTENCES

MOST FAMILIAR TOPICS
CONNECTED
SENTENCES

WIDE VARIETY OF
FAMILIAR TOPICS
SIMPLE PARAGRAPHS

SCHOOL, WORK AND COMMUNITY TOPICS
ORGANIZED PARAGRAPHS

GENERAL, ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL TOPICS
DETAILED PARAGRAPHS

VARIETY OF GENERAL, ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL TOPICS
EXTENDED PARAGRAPHS

DETAILED TOPICS / COMPLEX ISSUES
Novice-Low

I can communicate using single, common, repetitive, and memorized WORDS.
Novice-Mid

I can communicate using common WORDS and PHRASES to provide basic information.
I can communicate using SIMPLE SENTENCES to provide basic information and begin to CREATE my own thoughts.
Intermediate-Low

I can communicate using a SERIES OF SIMPLE SENTENCES, and can CREATE my own thoughts.
Intermediate-Mid
I can communicate using CONNECTED SENTENCES to DESCRIBE with DETAIL and CREATE my own thoughts.
Intermediate-High

I can communicate using SIMPLE PARAGRAPHS to CREATE my own thoughts IN VARIOUS TIME FRAMES.
I can communicate using ORGANIZED PARAGRAPHS to CREATE my own thoughts IN VARIOUS TIME FRAMES.
Advanced-Mid

I can communicate using DETAILED PARAGRAPHS to CREATE my own thoughts IN VARIOUS TIME FRAMES.
Advanced-High

I can communicate using EXTENDED PARAGRAPHS to CREATE my own thoughts in some SPECIAL FIELDS.
NOVICE-LOW
I CAN use WORDS
NOVICE-MID
I CAN use WORDS and PHRASES
NOVICE-HIGH

I CAN use SIMPLE sentences
INTERMEDIATE-LOW

I CAN use a SERIES of SIMPLE sentences
INTERMEDIATE-MID
I CAN use CONNECTED SENTENCES
INTERMEDIATE-HIGH

I CAN use SIMPLE PARAGRAPHS
ADVANCED-LOW
I CAN use ORGANIZED PARAGRAPHS
ADVANCED-MID

I CAN use DETAILED PARAGRAPHS
ADVANCED-HIGH

I CAN use EXTENDED PARAGRAPHS
What is INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION?

Two-way communication between people; usually spontaneous

Interpersonal Speaking/Listening – conversations, phone calls

Interpersonal Reading/Writing – messages, texts, letters, social media posts
What is PRESENTATIONAL COMMUNICATION?

One-way communication intended for an audience of readers, listeners, or viewers. Messages inform, explain, persuade, or narrate.

Presentation Speaking – monologs, only one person talking, presentations, giving speeches, telling a story

Presentational Writing – presentation of information, articles, advertisements, writing short stories, reports, scripts, and presentations
What is INTERPRETIVE COMMUNICATION?

Reader, listener, or viewer interprets what is read, heard, or seen.

**Interpretive Reading** – reading texts, text messages, literature, websites, stories, articles, signs

**Interpretive Listening** – listening to radio, speeches, messages, or songs. Viewing TV/films, commercials, and video clips of authentic materials
Modes of Communication